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Bronchoscopy 
 
This procedure is done to detect and diagnose diseases of the lung. During a bronchoscopy  
the doctor will examine your airways and take specimens that can be sent for laboratory  
and/or pathology analysis. 
 

How Do I Prepare? 
 

 DO NOT EAT OR DRINK ANYTHING after midnight before the test; this includes chewing gum 
or drinking water. 
 

 DO NOT TAKE ASPIRIN®, ALEVE®, IBUPROFEN® OR MOTRIN® (NONSTEROIDAlS)  
one (1) WEEK BEFORE PROCEDURE. 
 

 DO NOT SMOKE on the day of the test. 
 

 You will be given an IV sedation during the procedure. Please remember that the effects of the 
anesthesia medications go away very slowly. You may feel drowsy for hours after your surgery. 
For these reasons, you MUST NOT drive a car, work with machinery, or sign any important 
papers for at least 24 hours following surgery. You must have a responsible adult drive you 
home after the test and stay with you for 24 hours. 
 

 Carefully follow all written and verbal instructions that the physician has discussed with you. 
 
You may take the following medication(s) with a sip of water the morning of your procedure: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What Can I Expect the Day of the Procedure? 
 

 You have been scheduled for a bronchoscopy at: 

Lakeland Medical Center, St. Joseph    /    Lakeland Hospital, Niles  

on ____________________________ 

 You will need to report to Admitting on ____________________________ at  a.m. / p.m.  
 

 You will be taken to the Endoscopy Unit and given a few simple tests and asked to change  
into a hospital gown. 
 

 Your procedure is scheduled to start at ____________________________  a.m. / p.m. 
 

 You will spend one (1) hour preparing for the procedure and two hours recovering.  
The procedure itself takes about one (1) hour. 
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 While preparing for your procedure an IV will be started. You will be given some medication 
that will make you a little drowsy and your mouth may start to feel dry. 
 

 Once you have entered the Endoscopy room for your procedure, the doctor will spray your 
throat with some medication that will start to numb the back of your throat. He will ask you to 
spit this out and repeat a couple more times. Afterwards, you will be given medication through 
your IV to sedate you. There should be very little discomfort during the procedure. 
 

 When the procedure is over you will be taken to the recovery area. You will be monitored and 
vital signs checked. You will not be allowed anything to drink for about one (1) hour after the 
procedure. Then you will be allowed some clear liquids. 
 

 When your doctor feels that your vital signs are stable, and you are not displaying any signs of 
complications, you will be discharged with written instructions and a follow up appointment at 
our office. 
 

 Again, someone is to drive you home and stay with you for the next 24 hours. Rest at home the 
remainder of the day. You may be unusually tired the day of the procedure. 
 

 Once you are home try eating something light at first, then add more later in the day towards 
dinner time. You are advised to avoid greasy, fried, and spicy foods right after the procedure 
because they might to upset your stomach easily. 

 
If you need to reschedule your bronchoscopy, or have any questions, please call our office. We are 
open Monday through Friday, between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. (We are closed daily between 12:00 
and 1:00 p.m.) 
 
 
 


